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Dynamic Examination of Mass’ Effect on Max Downward Force for a Bungee Cord 

In this experiment, we attempted to measure the downward force of a mass appended to 
the end of a bungee cord that is dropped from the point where the bungee cord is tied to a 
beam. The question posed was: will the maximum downward force achieved by the mass as it 
falls from the height be linearly related to the mass. This would be important because it would 
mean that even though a bungee has unique properties, the increase in maximum downward 
force would still be a linear relation to the increase of mass, just the same as in freefall ( F = m * 
g ). The conceptual basis for our experiment is the derivation of Newton’s Second Law that 
leads to the famed equation F  = m * a or Force = mass * acceleration which, short of relativistic 
speeds, holds true in almost all situations. Therefore, we wanted to ensure that all of the force 
from this F = m*a was being converted into a downward force on the bungee and provided us a 
linear relationship for mass and max downward force. Our setup (See: Fig. #1 and #2) involved 
affixing a bungee cord onto a force reader at the end of a beam. We then tied a mass to the end 
of the bungee cord and held it at a height equal to the beam (See: Fig. #1). Once the force 
reader started receiving values for downward force, we released the mass from the height and it 
fell downwards, at maximum displacement from the height (See: Fig. #2) the downward force 
was at a maximum as the velocity was at zero and that downward force was recorded by the 
force reader. The forces experienced by the mass are shown in Fig. #3. We used 8 different 
masses starting from .01 kg up to .08 kg and conducted ten trials for each mass, finding and 
recording the average maximum recorded force and compiling it into Fig. #4.  

The quantitative result from this experiment is the equation of the best fit line from our 
data, f = 15.561m + 0.2931, which can be seen in the graph (See: Fig. #5). This equation is for 
a straight line fit which means the mass is indeed linearly related to the downward force. Error 
analysis was conducted by finding the R2 value of the line from linear regression, which was 
found to be .9689. The significance of this result, as mentioned above, means that all of the 
force from the mass falling was exerted onto the bungee cord and will help determine the 
equation for estimating the maximum force experienced by the egg during our egg drop. 
 



 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Figure #5 - Graph of the Data 

   These are the graphed values from the table in Fig. #4. Note that the relationship between the mass of the 
object and its maximum downward force form a linear relationship. Because this slope is the k-value, the fact that it is 
a linear relationship means that the k-value is truly a k-constant. The coefficient of determination for the linear 
regression is also presented. The slope of the line does not go through the origin because the bungee itself had mass 
and would probably cause a downward force if dropped alone.  

 
The experimental result from this lab is the linear relationship of the mass to the 

maximum downward force generated, which can be seen in the equation for the best fit line, f = 
15.561m + 0.2931 and by the fact that the coefficient of determination for the linear regression is 
a .9689 (See: Fig. #5) meaning that the data fits to the linear trend line very strongly. The 
significance of this result means that all of the force from the mass falling was exerted onto the 
bungee cord. The uncertainties for the results are presented in the table (See: Fig. #4). There 
are no accepted values for the equation of our line but it is reasonable to expect a perfectly 
linear relationship between the mass and force generated so the coefficient of linear regression 
is an accurate error assessment. A value of .9689 means that the data fits the line very well but 
there is some inherent error in the experiment such as the accuracy of force reader, the 
assumption that the bungee does not stretch over time, and the assumption that the mass falls 
ideally from the height.  


